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考试口语特训(10) 问题 有人认为年轻人没有什么东西可以较

年长的人。 Agree: - No life experience - Still learning basics -

Immature attitude Disagree: - Fresh eyes - Different perspective -

Open to technology Topic sentence - I disagree that young people

have nothing to teach those who are older because young people

possess learning particular to youth. Supporting sentences - Most

young people are naturally curious and are not already tired of what

they have seen. - Fresh eyes help them discover new ways of seeing

old ideas or of inventing entirely new ones. - Young people observe

and interpret the world they inherited from older people and are not

afraid of change. Closing sentence (optional) - For these reasons, I

feel that young people have much to teach older people. I disagree

that young people have nothing to teach those who are older because

young people possess learning particular to youth. Firstly, most

young people are naturally curious and are not already tired of what

they have seen. Secondly, these fresh eyes help them discover new

ways of seeing old ideas or of inventing entirely new ones. As a result

of this perspective, young people have been credited with many

scientific and technological discoveries. In fact, it is the older

generation who is following the lead of many young people,

especially in technology. Young people observe and interpret the

world they inherited from older people and are not afraid of change.



For these reasons I feel that young people have much to teach older

people. 问题 有的人认为女性不是好的兵役候选者。 Agree: -

physically weaker - poor in math and science - emotional Disagree: -

train hard - intelligent - strategic thinkers Topic sentence - Given the

technological advances in the military, I have to disagree with those

who think women are not good candidate for service. Supporting

sentences - Training strength is not needed for newer lightweight

equipment and non-battle situations. - Women can bring their keen

intelligence to help meet today’s military needs. - Women process

information differently and form different strategies from men.

Closing sentence (optional) - Women trained hard to be both

mentally and physically prepared for duty. Given the technological

advances in the military, I have to disagree with those who think

women are not good candidates for service. Traditional strength is

not needed for newer lightweight equipment and non-battle

situations. Women can bring their keen intelligence to help meet

today’s military needs. Some of this new work calls for

sophisticated computer skills. Women are known to multi task and

interpret well. Also known are women’s fine motor skill and

reflexes that suit high tech positions. Meanwhile military strategists

welcome the different approaches to strategic thinking that women

bring as a result of the way they process information. In conclusion,

women train hard to be both mentally and physically prepared for

duty. There are just some of the reasons women are good candidates
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